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Chapter 1 : Keith A. Gordon (Author of Frank Zappa Buying Guide)
racedaydvl.com V3 [Keith A. Gordon, Tommy Hash] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The third
racedaydvl.com volume offers more material from the popular Mondo Gordo BBS web site.

Enturbulated by all the suppressive terminology on ars? Feeling nattery, want to blow? Suffering from severe
MU phenomenon? Or are your Body Thetans just acting up? The official Scientology glossary not as complete
as this FAQ due to a lack of inclusion of secret nomenclature and ars-specific nomenclature is at: Many thanks
to S. Hyped-up technobabble for simply talking between an auditor and a pc or a supervisor and a student.
Also, another term for an engram, or a hidden memory of pain and unconsciousness. One of many Scientology
front-groups. Able Int is now located at the HGB, qv. Academy, the area in an Scientology organization
known as an Org in which the advanced training is carried out. Lower level training is done in the Div 6,
public division course room. Usually a "good", "ok", "I got that", or "thank you. Often in small letters, "act",
or with periods, "a. Of course, some people have it that the group actually deals with acne pimple remedies
Detailed bureaucracy taken to new heights; thousands of green on white issues written by L. Admin
Dictionary, a large green Scientology dictionary made up of quotes from L. Ron Hubbard that defines some of
the thousands of new terms Scientology introduced with its massive administration bureaucracy. A final
self-bestowed promotion, given humbly to himself there was no one else to do it by Hubbard just before his
death. Affinity, used as a synonym for love or like. Affluence, a condition or level of high and climbing
production. Aptly named, as higher production means more money. A Scientology group that delivers the
higher parts of the Bridge, such as Operating Thetan OT , the Ls lists that are shouted out to the patient , etc.
Apollo, was one of L. Ron loved to play sailor-man. ARC is used as a synonym for love or like or general
warmth to be applied to raw meat marks green Scientologists to smooth the earlier stages of brainwashing.
Often lower-case; "30, people a month read ars, according to Arbitron. Scientology Central Committee; It is a
game. The OSA Scientologists have tried to represent opposition to Scientology as emanating from one or
other focus - at first, it was Dennis Erlich. Later, it was FactNet. There is a real inspiration for this. Another
time, he described the opposition as just twelve highly powerful suppressives yes, bankers and financiers. He
just loved to spin yarns, and in honor of this, we do the same. Berendo Street now L. A Scientology
front-group whose purpose is to skim money out of the organization and channel it to the person at the top,
formerly L. Also called Author Services. Probably immediately under RTC. It is senior to all other
organizations but is not part of the command channels. As-is, to look at something and make it vanish like
magic. Auditing, the action of running Scientology or Dianetic processes on a PC a preclear; someone
receiving Scientology processing. Auditing usually involves a Meter, with the PC holding onto the soup cans
electrodes, and the Auditor taking down notes and asking questions. Set up to ensure that all the drivel that
comes out is "on source" and not "off policy". The imprimatur means that the issue has been reviewed by a
Scientology authority and has been given "IA", or Issue Authority seal of approval. Baby Watch, see
Introspection Rundown. Bank, the reactive mind; supposedly packed with "overts," or undisclosed acts, and
engrams or moments or pain and unconsciousness. Also, anything negative seen as coming from the reactive
mind. A Free Zone term, qv. Basic Basic, the earliest incident on a chain of engrams, sometimes just called
Basic. Beingness, a word Hubbard probably plagiarized from Nordenholz. Implies the rewarding experience
of being something, assuming a valence another personality or hat an office or post in Scientology. Hubbard
fit beingness into a triptych with doingness and havingness. A Big Win may be incomprehensible to
Scientology outsiders. I began to see what really lies behind my case! LSD users need not apply. Black Hats,
the bad guys. Ron wrote corny Westerns for a while, which might explain where the term came from. Also,
the person who does this. To get rid of the charge or mass of an engram a moment of pain and
unconsciousness. The idea being that public are such low-toned wogs a common Scientology derogation of
Scientology outsiders that they have no self-determination, and need to be led like sheep to the slaughter.
Body Thaytans, see BTs. B of I, board of investigation. A Scientology kangaroo-court-like internal Ethics
board. Also called "Grim Weepers", and just "Weepers. Bridge, the bridge to total freedom; the list of auditing
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actions needed to get to the highest OT operating thetan level, currently OT 8. One is auditor or therapist
training classes or classifications, the other is receiving auditing or "therapy" such as Grades and OT levels,
qv. At the lower levels the grades and classes or classifications correspond, this pretty much stops after Class 6
Saint Hill Special Briefing Course. Evil spirits which need to be exorcized. Hubbard decided that only he
knew the true path of technological enlightenment of the wallet. Bullbaiting, a training routine involving two
students. The receiving student must simply accept whatever is done to him or her, in what is basically a
lesson in passivity. Cadet Org, any of various orgs for warehousing children of Sea Org parents. Policy is for
SO women to abort their babies when ordered, but when the unfortunates survive to full term, they are placed
in these horrific organizations. Reports are rampant with child abuse in these places ranging from neglect, to
maggots in their food, to severe under staffing, filthy and smelly conditions, and enforced parental neglect SO
parents are allowed as little as one hour per week to see their children, called "family time". The Cadet orgs
even have their own RPFs, or punishment camps. Cal Mag, a mixture of calcium and magnesium in water said
to have amazing restorative powers, according to soi-disant "scientist", L. The PC patient holds them in his or
her hands. There are several of these around the world, incorporated with the intention of luring in actors and
other prominent people to give the cult a shiny PR image, the theory being that if John Travolta and Kirsty
Alley are Scientologists, other people will want to join up and sign away their life savings. Also oversees the
other CCs. CCHR is a front group for Scientology. CCHR has moved elsewhere. Celebrity Center, see CC.
Central Files, see CF. A major service is considered paying for and completing a level or training, technical or
administrative, or an auditing intensive. To sign up for a major service, a member must either have 6 months
free IAS membership in existence, or be on the yearly paid membership. Chain, a run of memory incidents or
engrams of a similar type, or with the same content. Charge, mental mass in restimulation, or constant
upheaval, contained in the reactive mind, or memory bank. This may not make much sense, but then, many
things in Scientology are like that. In colloquial usage, charge refers to areas a person may be touchy about.
CI, see Counter-intention, Intention. Clam, a derogatory term for a Scientologist. See Ronbot, Hubbardite,
scieno. The term was adopted on ars as the name for the IRC channel clambake now scientology , and has
more recently been applied to any situation where Scientology suffers a big loss. Clams, Man descended from
them according to "History of Man" by L. This has been a running joke on ars for some time, with threads
about clambakes, clam chowder, snapping clams, clams in. See Class V Org. Class V Org, the most common
Scientology organizations; most major urban centers in the Western world have one. They are senior to
missions or franchises, but otherwise at the bottom rung of the command channels. They can deliver services
up to and including Class V auditor training and processing through to New Era Dianetics and clearing. Class
8 auditor, A class 8 auditor is highly "trained" and can audit anyone on repair stuff up to OT 4 or the grades,
etc.
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Chapter 3 : Vaping Culture - The Vape Guide
Buy racedaydvl.com V3 by Keith, A Gordon, Tommy Hash from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local
Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over Â£
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racedaydvl.com V2 Paperback Books- Buy racedaydvl.com V2 Books online at lowest price with Rating & Reviews, Free
Shipping*, COD. - racedaydvl.com Shop through Infibeam mobile app for best shopping experience.
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Buy racedaydvl.com V1 by Bill Glahn, Keith A Gordon from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local
Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over Â£
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[PDF] Alt. Culture: An A-To-Z Guide to the '90S-Underground Online and Over-The-Counter Read. 2 years ago 5 views.

Chapter 7 : Results | Book Depository
racedaydvl.com by Bill Glahn; Editor-Keith A. Gordon Condition: Good. $ () Add to cart More shipping options > Add to
wishlist E-mail a link to this book.

Chapter 8 : Books by Keith A. Gordon (Author of Frank Zappa Buying Guide)
MapleStory Mechanic Skill Build Guide V2List of Dawn Mechanic Skill Build Guide VersionMapleStory Mechanic Skill
Build Guide V1MapleStory Mechanic Skill Build Guide V2Introduction MapleStory Mechanics are the 3rd addition of
Resistance, representing Pirate branch.

Chapter 9 : Berlin guide by locals APK by Spotted by Locals Details
We are excited to have you on our team. Here, our culture is just as important as results. We created this guide to
outline how we do things â€” to explain who we are, why we do what.
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